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President’s Message
Lynn Columba
Dear PCTM Members:
Never stray from a dogged focus on classroom
instruction.
Leinwand (2012)








Instruction that works:
The teacher poses a complex, thought-provoking
problem.
Students struggle with the problem.
Various students present ideas or solutions to the
class.
The class discusses the various solution methods.
The teacher summarizes the class’ conclusions.
The students practice similar problems.

To narrow the chasm between what we know and what
we do, Leinwand (2009) suggests the following Ten
Instructional Shifts to raise student achievement:
1. Incorporate ongoing cumulative review into
every day’s lesson. A deliberate and carefully planned
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT: No man that has caught a large fish goes home through an alley.

Steve Leinwand’s quote and his book, Accessible
Mathematics: 10 Instructional Shifts That Raise Student
Achievement (2009), generated a strong impact on my
instructional practices. Succinctly stated, mathematics
instruction makes all the difference—what teachers do.
Instruction matters the most. Leinwand’s book discusses
the challenges of enhancing, empowering, energizing and
engaging our teaching of mathematics.
Instruction that does not work:
Review yesterday’s assignment.
The teacher instructs students in a concept or skill and
the teacher solves example problems with the class.
The students practice on their own while the teacher
assists individual students.
Leinwand (2009) refers to the above as the universal
lesson plan format that is deadly, dull, and destructive of
interest. Also, known as the American traditional approach
and he suggests that it only works for about half of our
students. Our students come to us with incredibly diverse
backgrounds, interests, and learning styles, but are often
met with lecture and practice. This instructional approach
can lead to mathematics anxiety, mathematics illiteracy,
mediocre test scores, tons of remediation, and so forth.

reliance on ongoing, cumulative review of key skills and
concepts. Keep skills and understandings fresh and give
students a chance to clarify their understandings. Classes
that waste no time and begin with substantive
mathematics at the start of every class. Reteach when
necessary.
2. Adapt what we know works in our reading
programs and apply it to mathematics instruction.
Consistent parallels are apparent between the types of
questions that require inferential and evaluative
comprehension in reading instruction, such as probing
and alternative approaches. Also, reasonable homework
assignments, that focus on explanation and understanding,
not checking for right answers.
3. Use multiple representations of mathematical
entities. “Draw a picture!” Close your eyes and picture
three quarters. Erase that picture and create a second.
Show three different pictures of 2¾. Show me where 3л
lives on the number line. [Draw] How did you think that
out? Help students visualize the mathematics they are
learning.
4. Create language-rich classroom routines.
On-going emphasis on the use and meaning of
mathematical terms, including their definitions and their
connections to real-world entities and/or pictures.
Student and teacher explanations that make frequent and
precise use of mathematics terms, vocabulary, and
notation. An extensive use of word walls that capture the
key terms and vocabulary with picture when appropriate
and in English as well as Spanish when appropriate
5. Take every available opportunity to support the
development of number sense. Number sense is defined
as a comfort with numbers. Implement this shift with an
unrelenting focus on estimation and justifying estimates
to computations and to the solution of problems, a mature
sense of place value and compute mentally when
appropriate.
6. Build from graphs, charts, and tables. Give
students an abundance of problems drawn from data
presented in tables, charts, and graphs. Create
opportunities for students to make conjectures and the
conversion of data into charts and graphs, with and
without using technology.
7. Tie the mathematics to such questions as ‘How
big?’ ‘How much?’ ‘How far?’ to increase the natural
use of measurement. Measurement is an ongoing part of
daily instruction and the entry point for a much larger
chunk of the curriculum.

FRINGE THOUGHT: To think too long about doing something often becomes its undoing.

For example:
Which is the better buy?
Carmelo’s Pizza
Small Pies
Medium Pies
6 inches in diameter
9 inches in diameter
8 slices, $5.75
8 slices, $8.75
8. Minimize what is no longer important, and
teach what is important. What part of the
mathematical content is “bath water?” A
deliberate questioning of the appropriateness of the
mathematical content, regardless of what may or
may not be on the high-stakes state test, every grade
or course? What are the essential skills and
understandings?
9. Embed the mathematics in realistic
problems and real-world contexts. Problems that
emerge from teachers asking, “When and where do
normal human beings encounter the mathematics I
need to teach?”
10. Make “Why?” “How do you know?” “Can
you explain?” classroom mantras. Every student
answer is responded to with a request for
justification.
Both teachers and students consistently and
frequently use “Why?” “Can you explain that?”
“How do you know?” etc. Dismissive responses
such as “No,” “Wrong,” “Not quite,” and their
equivalents are absent from the classroom.
What You Can Do.
Promote students’ discussion—open ended
questions: Why do you think that? How do you
know?
 Make explicit connections—pictures, concrete
materials, role playing, multiple representations
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Avoid instruction focused on teaching a single correct
approach to arrive at a single correct answer.
Research message is strong—Teach for meaning initially,
or risk never getting students beyond a superficial
understanding that leaves them unprepared to apply their
learning.

I hope you enjoyed this review of best practices in the
context of Steve Leinwand’s book. Wishing you a wonderful
2018. As you begin the new year, imagine a classroom or
school district where all students:
1. Participate in high quality mathematics learning
experiences;
2. Achieve at high levels and grow academically;
3. Engage in mathematics that is meaningful, relevant, and
accessible;
4. Graduate college- or career -ready; and
5. Can contribute to society as mathematically literate
citizens.
Sincerely,
Lynn Columba
PCTM President
Leinwand, S. (2009). Accessible mathematics: 10
instructional shifts that raise student achievement.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: In the good old days, Uncle Sam lived within his income…and without most of ours .
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A Historical Statistical Journey Through Data, Chance, and
Uncertainty
Kevin Robinson

FRINGE THOUGHT: Worry pulls tomorrow’s cloud over today’s bright sunshine.

Winter 2018 – Congratulations on another year around the sun!
Happy New Year!
As promised in my last column (Fall 2017), I will introduce in this
column the individual most commonly called “The Father of
Statistics.” The Englishman, Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher (see Figure 1),
lived from 1890 to 1962. He started out studying mathematics (and
excelling at it) but began to focus on statistics because of his interest
in evolutionary theory. Fisher had poor eyesight, which made reading
difficult; so he learned through listening to others read aloud to him.
Fisher’s numerous important contributions to statistics include the
analysis of variance (ANOVA), method of maximum likelihood, and
the area of experimental design.

Figure 2. Statistical Methods for Research
Workers 1925 Book.

Figure 1. Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher - 1890 to 1962 – English.
I would like to highlight two of his influential works. First, his book
Statistical Methods for Research Workers (see Figure 2), first
published in 1925, is considered a classic within statistics and an
extremely influential book of the 20th century on scientific research.
The work eventually reached 14 editions (see Figure 3) and is still
referenced and available today.
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Figure 3. Statistical Methods for Research
Workers 1970 14th Edition Book.
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Second, his paper “On the mathematical foundations of theoretical statistics” was presented in November, 1921 to the
Royal Society of London and published the following year (see Figure 4). Stigler (2005) states,
The paper is an astonishing work: It announces and sketches out a new science of statistics, with new
definitions, a new conceptual framework and enough hard mathematical analysis to confirm the potential and
richness of this new structure.” Stigler goes on to say that the paper was a “watershed for twentieth century
mathematical statistics. … hardly any work in any statistical school was immune from it influence. (p. 32)

These two works are just a small sampling of the enormous and significant contributions of Dr. Fisher. For those looking
for more information on Sir Ronald A. Fisher, I would recommend the book: R. A. Fisher: The Life of a Scientist (1978)
by Joan Fisher Box which is described as an exclusive insight -- by Fisher's daughter -- of a man whose achievements in
mathematical statistics continue to dominate the age.
Thanks for continuing this statistical and historical journey with me.
Reminder: a number of resources, including a timeline of statistics, are at the following website: http://
sites.millersville.edu/krobinson/STATHIST/. Statistically Yours ~ KSR
References:
Stigler, S. (2005). Fisher in 1921. Statistical Science, 20(1), 32-49.

Kevin S. Robinson, PhD, is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Mathematics at Millersville University of PA.
He is a statistical educator with interest in K-16 statistical
curriculum and the application of industrial statistics. An avid
Pittsburgh sports fan, Kevin and his wife Becky are the proud
parents of two sons, Ethan (14) and Caleb (10).
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The only good thing about free advice is that the price is right.

Figure 4. On the Mathematical Foundations of Theoretical Statistics 1922, Paper, Royal Society Transactions.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Gentleness and kind persuasion win where force and bluster fail.

"Reprinted with permission from What is Developmentally Appropriate Teaching? by Douglas Clements,
Karen Fuson, and Julie Sarama, copyright 2017, by the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM). All rights reserved."
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FRINGE THOUGHT: If everything went like clockwork, the ticking would drive us nuts.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: You make more friends by being interested in them than by trying to get them interested in you.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Doubt your doubts instead of your beliefs.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The difficulties of life are intended to make us better, not bitter.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Give what you have; to some it may be better than you dare to thing. –Henry Longfellow
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The biggest problem with perfection is what to do with all the unused erasers.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Gossip: Letting the chat out of the bag.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Status quo: That’s Latin for the mess we’re in.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Pick your friends, but not to pieces.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Truth has only to change hands a few times to become fiction.

"Reprinted with permission from An Architecture Design Project: “Building” Understanding by Sarah Bush,
Judith Albanese, Karen Karp, and Matthew Karp, copyright 2017, by the National Council of the Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM). All rights reserved."

FRINGE THOUGHT: Some people know lots more than they tell. Some don’t .
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The best thing you can spend on your children is time.

FRINGE THOUGHT: The smallest deed is better than the greatest intention.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Wisdom is knowing what to do next; virtue is doing it.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Kids today can’t wait to drive, ride, or guide anything that runs on gasoline. The one exception is the lawn mower.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “Live in such a way that if anyone should speak badly of you, no one would believe it.” ~ some sage

FRINGE THOUGHT: “The future depends on what we do in the present.” ~ Mahatma Gandhi
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “Be the ever-alert guardian of your inner space.” ~ Eckhart Tolle

FRINGE THOUGHT: “… people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” ~ Maya Angelou
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “Travelers, there is no path; paths are made by walking.” ~ Antonio Machado

"Reprinted with permission from Supporting Productive Struggle with
Communication Moves by Ben Freeburn and Fran Arbaugh, copyright
2017, by the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). All
rights reserved."
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “Everyone you meet is fighting a battle you know nothing about. Be kind.” ~ some compassionate person
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “Live life as if everything is rigged in your favor.”~ Rumi

FRINGE THOUGHT: “Failure is not the opposite of success (being resentful is) – failure is a stepping stone up to success” ~ some winner

Winter 2018
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FRINGE THOUGHT: “… what you do, say, & write, reflects on you … what others do, say, & write, reflects on them …”

FRINGE THOUGHT: Be more loquacious. Starting with learning the word loquacious.
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Preservice Teacher Day at Millersville University

FRINGE THOUGHT: Looking for the bad in others will make you sad…looking for the good will bring happiness.

Cynthia Taylor
On Saturday, October 21, 2017, 117 Preservice Teachers (PTs) from 10 different universities located in the
eastern portion of the state attended Preservice Teacher Day held in conjunction with the Careers in
Mathematics Conference (EPADEL section of the MAA) at Millersville University. The day started with a
panel presentation with 15 mathematicians and classroom teachers who talked about their various jobs and
career paths. There was then a question and answer session prior to attendees attending sessions geared
specifically toward mathematics education and teaching.
Three different sessions, 50 minutes in length, were offered and PTs had four different sessions to choose
from for each time slot. A total of 13 presenters, comprised of K-12 classroom teachers, retired teachers, and
university faculty, facilitated the sessions.
Elementary topics included: number talks, incorporating the Rubik’s Cube in math class, mathematical
writing, differentiation in math instruction, and data in the classroom.
Middle/High school topics included: exploring the Desmos graphing calculator and website; fostering a
problem-centered classroom; misconceptions about roots, asymptotes, and inverse variation; exploring
algebraic expressions; and classroom discourse and teacher questioning.
General interest topics included: preparing for student teaching and preparing for interviews.
The day ended with over 60 prizes awarded raffle style, where PTs could choose from the selection of
books, manipulatives, and other donated or purchased prizes.
A special thank you to the following sponsors: PCTM, PAMTE, NASCO, Heinemann, and EAI Education
for their donations!

Preservice Teacher Day, Saturday, October 21, 2017 at Millersville University
PCTM Magazine
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Preservice Teacher Day at Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Nina Girard

Roxanne Jenner, Director of Coding
Outreach for a Digital Economy from
Pitt-Johnstown, was the keynote
speaker who presented on "Learning
Math with Code"

PCTM Magazine

Jakeb Rising and Andrew Downey from Pitt-Johnstown listen
attentively as Nicholas Cirrincione from Penn State Erie talks
about his poster during the poster presentation session.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Some people talk because they have something to say; others talk because they have to say something.

The Western PA Mathematics Teaching & Learning Conference, held in conjunction with the PA Council
of Teachers of Mathematics’ Pre-Service Teacher and co-sponsored by the Laurel Highlands Mathematics
Alliance and the PA Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators, was on October 21, 2017 at Indiana
University of PA. The participants, consisting of 33 pre-service teachers, 31 K-12 teachers, and 19 university
faculty/teacher educators attended a day of concurrent workshop sessions and a keynote speaker session. The
keynote speaker was Ms. Roxanne Jenner, Director of Pitt-Johnstown’s Coding Outreach for a Digital
Economy Initiative, spoke on “Learning Math with Code.” Other session topics included: Introduction to
Desmos, Implementing Guided Math, Nearpod: An Interactive Presentation and Assessment Tool, Utilizing
Formative Assessment Lessons in Middle & High School Math, Learning Math with Legos, Differentiated
Instruction Strategies for Elementary Students, Interactive Notebooks and Foldables, Teaching for
Engagement and Eliciting Evidence of Student Thinking, Number Talks, Population Education, Project-based
Learning, The Lost Art of Conic Sections, among others.

Pennsylvania Connection to Fibonacci

FRINGE THOUGHT: The difference between gossip and news depends on whether you hear it or tell it.

Lara Dick
Leonardo Pisano (aka Fibonacci) was an Italian merchant turned mathematician born in the late 1100’s. When
Fibonacci was a young man, he lived for several years in North Africa during which he learned how Arabic merchants
wrote and communicated with Arabic numbers (our current number system). Fibonacci returned to Pisa and spent
multiple years writing the Book of Calculation, or Liber Abaci which was published in 1202 (Devlin, 2017; Stillwell,
2016). Liber Abaci was similar to a textbook and was focused on how to perform arithmetic mostly pertaining to
monetary transactions and was therefore intended to be a book for merchants. Liber Abaci and the subsequent
publication of Fibonacci’s condensed version, Libri d’abbaco “abacus books” were widely circulated throughout Europe.
According to Devlin, a typical abacus book
“would begin by explaining how to write numbers using the ten digits 0 to 9, how place value works, and how to
calculate with whole numbers and fractions. From there, it would go on to provide a selection of worked out
examples, mostly practical business problems” (p. 25).
In the decades following the circulation of the abacus books, abacus schools that taught arithmetic began to be
established throughout Europe. In short, Fibonacci introduced the Western world to the Arabic number systems and
started what we now refer to as a commercial revolution.
Did you already know all of that history? Fascinated? Well, so was I. As is probably with many of you, all I
knew about Fibonacci was that he discovered the Fibonacci number sequence which it turns out Fibonacci didn’t
discover; the sequence was something he learned from the Arabic merchants and brought to the Western world when he
published Liber Abaci (Devlin, 2017; Stillwell, 2016). I will share more about the Fibonacci sequence in a moment, but
first, the title of this column refers to Pennsylvanian history.
Arguably, the main reason for the little known history of
Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci is the fact that Liber Abaci wasn't translated
to any modern language until it was translated to English through the
meticulous work of a Bucknell University mathematics professor and
his wife, Laurence and Judith Sigler (see Figure 1). According to
Devlin (2017), Laurence Sigler became interested in Fibonacci in the
early 1980s, while working on a college-level mathematics textbook.
He wanted to include some history on Fibonacci when introducing
Fibonacci sequences and was surprised to discover that no English
translation existed of any of Fibonacci's three mathematics books.
Sigler was so frustrated by this fact that he put his textbook aside and
put himself to the task of translating all three of Fibonacci's surviving
major works. He even had to teach himself Latin in order to do so.
The saga that followed included a successful publication of
Sigler’s English translation of Fibonacci’s Liber Quadratorum, a
cancer diagnosis, technological shifts in mathematical typesetting
requirements, editor changes, death, typesetting by Sigler’s wife,
Figure 1. Mathematics Professor Lawrence Sigler in
Judith, and assistance from numerous Bucknell colleagues. Thus, it
was not until 2002, exactly 800 years after it was written, that Sigler’s his Bucknell University office in the 1980s. (retrieved
posthumous English translation of Liber Abaci was published giving from https://www.bucknell.edu/Images/
Depts/2017News/October/Sigler400w.jpg)
access to Fibonacci’s work to the wider mathematical world. The
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233

 61.8%

0.382 or 38.2%. For 377
example and
. According to JC (2016), these ratios are used to
identify strategic places for transactions or target prices to help traders purchase stocks at good prices; these are called
retracements and assist with “looking for the end of a counter-trend market move” (JC, 2016). Figures 2 and 3 below,
show the 61.8% retracement and 38.2% retracements indicating the location of trend shifts for a particular stock; Figure
2 shows a zoomed in indicator for a downward trend while Figure 3 shows the locations of two indicators for upward
trends.

Figure 2. 61.8% Fibonacci Retracement (retrieved from http://allstarcharts.com/
wp-content/uploads/2016/03/fibonaccidowntrendexample.png)
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Expecting the best does not improve your chances of getting what you want, but it makes waiting for it much more pleasant.

story behind the translation is detailed in Chapter 9 of Devlin’s book, Finding Fibonacci: The Quest to Rediscover the
Forgotten Mathematical Genius Who Changed the World (2017), which is the impetus for this column and as you have
seen—the source of much of the information I am providing. What can I say about learning this history is that it’s made
me proud to be known as a Bucknellian.
So now we know that Pennsylvania is directly connected to Fibonacci through Laurence Sigler’s translation of
Liber Abaci, Fibonacci’s book that changed the world of commerce and introduced many to what we now know as the
Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci sequence is the numbers
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 1587, 2584, 4181, 6756 …
where the sum of any two adjacent numbers in the sequence forms the next term in the sequence: 3 + 5 = 8 or 233 + 377
= 610. While I could discuss some of the more commonly known applications of the Fibonacci sequence such as
Pascal’s triangles, the binomial formula, plants, piano keyboards, etc., for the rest of this column, I will share what I
have learned about how the Fibonacci sequence is used today in the areas of commerce and finance; these are areas that
continue to be developed due to the accessibility of the English translation of Liber Abaci.
I came across a blog post by James Bianco (2016) who blogs under the name JC in which JC describes how he
uses Fibonacci Analysis to make money on the stock market. He states, “Fibonacci Analysis is one of the most valuable
and easy to use tools that we have as market participants. I’ve studied supply and demand behavior for over a decade,
and I find myself using Fibonacci tools every single day.” He explains that Fibonacci Analysis utilizes different ratios
that stem from the terms in the Fibonacci sequence. The first ratio often utilized is the ratio of any term to the next
lowest term in the sequence is approximately 0.618 or 61.8%. The second ratio often utilized is the ratio between
alternate terms in the sequence; the ratio of any term to the second lowest next term in the sequence is approximately

FRINGE THOUGHT: Yesterday is gone; tomorrow is a gamble; today is a sure thing—make the most of it.

Figure 3. 38.2% Fibonacci Retracements (retrieved from
http://allstarcharts.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/fibonacci382zb.png)

JC’s blog continues to discuss further Fibonacci stock market analysis; a quick Google Scholar search for “Fibonacci
stock market” revealed 4,070 scholarly articles with 431 published within the last two years. This is a flourishing area of
economics research, one that is accessible for high school students. The next time you talk about Fibonacci, go ahead
and share Pennsylvania’s connection to Fibonacci and discuss how it is used with the stock market; Fibonacci was
writing for merchants after all.
References
Bianco, J. (2016, March 10). How I use Fibonacci analysis to make money in the market. [Web Blog]. Retrieved from
http://allstarcharts.com/use-fibonacci-analysis-make-money-market/.
Devlin, K. (2017). Finding Fibonacci: The quest to rediscover the forgotten mathematical genius
who changed the world. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
Stillwell, J. (2016). Elements of mathematics: From Euclid to Gödel. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press.

Lara Dick is an Assistant Professor in the Math
Department at Bucknell University.
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Affiliate News

Northeastern Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics Affiliate Update
Mary Ann Matras
NPCTM sponsors two professional development meetings each year for K – 12 teachers of mathematics and gives a
scholarship to a promising high school senior with an interest in mathematics and sponsors its Middle School Mathematics Contest. The professional development meetings are held in October and April and the Middle School Math
Contest is held in May.
This coming April’s professional development meeting will include a presentation by Dr. Mary Ann Matras on
“Manipulatives, Graphs and Symbols Through the Ages.” The meeting is April 19, 2018 at 7:00 with the business
meeting preceding at 6:30 at the Lackawanna Station in Scranton.
The Middle School Math Contest was just awarded a $5000 grant from the Ronald McDonald Charities fund to
sponsor this year’s and future contests. The May date for the contest is still pending.
Association of Teachers of Mathematics of Philadelphia and Vicinity (ATMOPAV)
Mary Palladino
Board Officers for 2017:
Bob Lochel, President
Mary Palladino, Vice President
Sue Choi, Second Vice President
Mark Wasmansdorf, Treasurer
Sonya Wasmansdorf, Secretary
Board Meetings: 4x/year
Membership: We currently have about 200 active members. Yearly membership is $10.00, which entitles members to
attend conferences at no charge and receive electronic newsletters.
Conferences: Our fall conference, “Fall into Math,” took place on Saturday, October 28th, at the Spingside Chestnut
Hill Academy in Philadelphia. Nearly 100 attendees were able to select 3 one-hour sessions from a menu of 19
offerings. For the first time we were able to award Act 48 Credit to those interested. The conference also included
breakfast where everyone had an opportunity to meet and share ideas.
Our spring conference, scheduled for April 18th, is in the planning stages.
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT: If the directions for finding a place include the words “You can’t miss it,” you probably will.

Pennsylvania Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators Update
Valerie Long
PAMTE’s 12th Annual Symposium will be held May 16-17, 2018 at Shippensburg University. AMTE Executive
Director, Tim Hendrix, will provide the keynote address. He was originally scheduled to present at the 11th Annual
Symposium but had to cancel due to unfortunate circumstances.
AMTE’s annual conference will be held in Houston, TX, February 8-10, 2018.
PAMTE is on Facebook! Our page is used to share information relevant to the mathematics education community.
Check us out at https://www.facebook.com/groups/PAmatheduc/
PAMTE membership is open to all those interested in promoting and improving the education of pre-service and
in-service teachers of mathematics across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Our recently updated website now
includes online membership registration. Visit http://www.pamte.org/
PAMTE conducted its final of the three virtual discussion groups for its members on November 9th to discuss the
Standards for Preparing Teachers of Mathematics.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Walking is not a lost art—one must, by some means, get to the garage.

Laurel Highlands Mathematics Alliance
Nina Girard
The Western PA Mathematics Teaching & Learning Conference, co-sponsored by the Laurel Highlands
Mathematics Alliance and held in conjunction with the PA Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ Pre-Service Teacher
Day, was on October 21, 2017 at Indiana University of PA. See page 35 for conference details. LHMA sent out a “Save
the Date” flyer for its annual Try-Math-a-Lot problem-solving contest/tournament for 6th & 7th grade students. It will
be held after school at Central Cambria Middle School in Ebensburg, PA on May 9, 2018. Registration cost is $8 per
student and up to 16 students may register from one school; faculty chaperones attend for free. For more
information, contact President Jessie Minor (jminor315@gmail.com)

Access to Member’s Section of PCTM Website
To login to the members only section:
Go to: www.pctm.org
click on members only
username: member
password: mF7eoG

If you are interesting in becoming a member
of or renewing your membership to PCTM,
please go to the website or send an email to
pctmmembership@gmail.com.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: If you have half a mind to do something, it might be wise to check with the other half before acting.
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Submissions Solicited for PCTM Magazine
Since the 1990’s, the Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics (PCTM) has produced the
PCTM Magazine for our members. Our mission is to promote mathematics education in Pennsylvania. In the
magazine we accomplish this by publishing edited articles by leading authors and local news from around the
state. PCTM is committed to improving mathematics instruction at all levels. We place an emphasis on classroom activities that are aligned to the Pennsylvania Core State Standards and the NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics.
You are invited to submit articles for consideration for publication in the PCTM Magazine. This publication provides an excellent opportunity for you to share your ideas with the ever-growing number of colleagues dedicated to improving mathematics education in Pennsylvania. Any topic of interest to teachers of
mathematics, especially K-12 classroom teachers in Pennsylvania, is suitable subject material. All readers are
encouraged to contribute articles and opinions for any section of the magazine. Teachers are encouraged to
submit articles for Voices From the Classroom, including inspirational stories, exemplary lessons, or management tools.
Original artwork on the cover is another way teachers may contribute. We publish the magazine three
times each school year, in the winter, spring, and fall.
Deadline for submissions:
Spring, April 15
Fall, August 15
Winter, December 15
Author Guidelines:
Manuscript Format: Manuscripts should be double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all sides, typed in 12point font and follow the APA 6th Edition style guide. Manuscripts should be submitted in Microsoft Word. If
you have a picture or graphic in the text, please include the original picture(s) in a separate file. A cover letter
containing author’s name, address, affiliations, phone, e-mail address, and the article’s intended audience
should be included in the e-mail.
Manuscript Submission: Manuscripts should be submitted electronically as an e-mail attachment to
pctm.editor@gmail.com. Receipt of manuscripts will be acknowledged. After review by the editors, authors
will be notified of a publication decision.

Dates of Upcoming Conferences
Joint Mathematics Meeting January 10-13, 2018, San Diego, CA
EPaDel (Eastern Pennsylvania Delaware section of the Mathematical Association of America) March 24, 2017, Temple
University, Philadelphia, PA
ATMOPAV Spring Conference April 18, 2018, Germantown Academy, PA
NPCTM Professional Development Meeting April 19, 2018, Lackawanna Station, Scranton, PA
NCTM Annual Meeting April 25-28, 2018, Washington, DC
PAMTE Annual Conference, May 16-17, 2018, Shippensburg, PA
PCTM Conference August 6-7, 2018, Harrisburg, PA
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